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ATM STRADDLE PRICE 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 
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FUND POSITION__________________________ 

Notes (vol, skew, daily activity): 

 

 

 

 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

Notable Trades: 

Corn 5/18/2020 - 5/22/2020

N

U

Z

320 17 21.5%

320 31 3/4 24.75%

330 41 3/4 22.5%

5/21 Strangler sold 

5/22 Wk5 310p 1 3/4 -2 2500x
N325/340c 3 1/8 1000x
U320 straddle 32 450x

-246k COT (-32k w/w)

331

380 1/4

315

309

325 1/2

331

Corn finished the week down 1 1/4 cents with vol down 2%.

Kind of a quiet week despite the June serial expiration. There seems to be a kind of tug or war going on in 
the corn market. The price collapse has stalled just above $3 and while prices have bounced a little, for 
the most part there isn't much enthusiasm. This activty has analsts split between a tempoary pause before 
a continued selloff, or supportive price action that will lead to more buying. 

If we look at the options, we are seeing volatility declining at the money, finally. Also, we are seeing the 
skew, both call and put, flattening. We can infer that prices are settling into a range here, and while there 
is the possiblity for higher or lower prices, there probaly isn't a whole ton of movement potential left barring 
soemthing really dramtic happening. 

With the high vol enviroment still exisiting, there are some good opportunites to sell atm and buy some call 
and put protection and let it decay out. If you're long term bullish, its great news for you because call packages
are dirt cheap!!
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Wheat 5/18/2020 - 5/22/2020

N

U

Z

510 34 27%

510 55 1/4 27.25%

520 69 1/4 23.75%

5/21 U480/450p 6 500x
N500/470p 1x2 4 1000x

U550/600c 8 5/8 1000x
N500/470p 1x2 4 3/4 880x

5/22

-11k COT (-17k w/w)

530 3/4

528 1/2
493 3/4

500

524

528 1/2

Lower

Wheat finished the week up 8 1/2 cents with vol up 3/4%. Wheat prices have been active the past few weeks in 
a way the way that has earned Wheat its reputation. Prices had steadily sold off, bouced at the $5 level but have 
since sold off a little.

Many expect wheat could retest the lows soon. The chart pattern is now similar to both corn and beans in that 
the lows were priced a couple weeks back and now we are trying to decide if that will be longer term support or
if we are still headed lower after this recent pause. 

Wheat volatility is still very high. We would expect a dip here similar to what we saw in Corn. Caution is warranted
because wheat is wheat and this market can be crazy. If you think we are going to settle into a range here, 
butterflies are cheap due to the high vol. This type of play will work both as time decays out or as volatility dips 
especially if wins firm up. 
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Soybeans 5/18/2020 - 5/22/2020

+11k COT (-20k w/w)

852 1/4

916 1/2

N

Q

U

X

830 30 3/8 14.5%

840 46 3/8 16.5%

840 58 17.25%
840 72 1/4 16.5%

825

835

840

850

5/20 N880/900c 2 3/8 500x
X860p v 854 d.50 40 5/8 600x

N870c 4 7/8 500x
N1000c 3/8 500x
N900/930c 1x2 even 800x
N840/800p v 846 d.31 9 3/4 500x
Q1180c 3/8 700x
U1100 c 1 3/4 700
U900/1000c 1x2 v 848 3/4 d.10
     5 7/8 500x
X800/H21 780 p - 1/8 500x

N900p/SD N  900p 
     9 3/4 - 10 1600x

5/21

5/22

Lower with Chinese tensions rising

Beans finished the week down 5 cents with volatility 1/2%. 

Increased trade tensions with China could reduce amount of beans China buys which would in turn increase 
carryout. Right now, the world doesn't seem to hung up on the rhetoric between the counties, but that could 
change quickly. Prices seem to be discouting the possibility of china buying tons of beans and really 
pushng prices higher. 

As we continue to settle into a range, volatility has settled down even more and will continue to do so. Interestingly, 
the market doesn't seem to be pricing in any sort of summer weather disruptions. With the backdrop of China, 
and the possiblity of weather issues, there are some good opportunity on the upside. 

Calls and call spreads are very cheap. Even though the atm options are cheap, there are some better plays 
that require less skill at gamma scalping. 




